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cessing (e.g., Price et al., 1999) generally focus on se-
mantics, which refers to the meaning of words, and
phonology, which concerns the relation of speech
sounds to linguistic units (Caplan, 1992; Levelt, 1999).
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the functional fractionation hypothesis stated above is
correct, then it follows that, during semantic or phono-Summary
logical processing, there must be strong functional links
between the appropriate parts of LIFG and temporalThe hypothesis that ventral/anterior left inferior frontal
cortex. As processing of visual information for word andgyrus (LIFG) subserves semantic processing and dor-
word-like stimuli involves areas in occipital and occipito-sal/posterior LIFG subserves phonological processing
temporal cortex (Damasio et al., 1989; Nobre et al., 1994;was tested by determining the pattern of functional
Petersen and Fiez, 1993; Price et al., 1999; Pugh et al.,connectivity of these regions with regions in left occip-
1996; Rumsey et al., 1997; Tarkiainen et al., 1999), whenital and temporal cortex during the processing of
the source of the input to the brain is visual, then it maywords and word-like stimuli. In accordance with the
be the case that strong functional links between thehypothesis, we found strong functional connectivity
appropriate portions of LIFG and occipital and occipito-between activity in ventral LIFG and activity in occipital
temporal cortex develop. Using functional magnetic res-and temporal cortex only for words, and strong func-
onance imaging (fMRI), we tested this hypothesis explic-tional connectivity between activity in dorsal LIFG and
itly by determining whether such patterns of functionalactivity in occipital and temporal cortex for words,
connectivity can indeed be seen.pseudowords, and letter strings, but not for false font
Functional connectivity refers to the correlation be-strings. These results demonstrate a task-dependent
tween functional activity (e.g., regional cerebral bloodfunctional fractionation of the LIFG in terms of its func-
flow for PET; BOLD activity for fMRI) in two brain regionstional links with posterior brain areas.
during a particular experimental condition (Friston,
1994; Horwitz et al., 1992, 1998). Unlike the subtraction
Introduction
paradigm, which compares the mean level of regional
functional activity between two experimental condi-
It has been known since the time of Paul Broca that left tions, functional connectivity is based on the notion that
frontal cortex, especially in and around the left inferior an experimental condition is mediated by a network of
frontal gyrus (LIFG), plays a central role in human lan- interacting brain regions and that different conditions
guage (Brown and Hagoort, 1999; Goodglass, 1988). correspond to different functional networks. Thus, by
Investigations of patients with acquired lesions (Benson examining the covariance or correlation in brain activity
and Geschwind, 1985; Damasio, 1992) and, more re- between different brain areas, one can infer something
cently, functional brain imaging studies in normal volun- about which areas are important nodes in the network
teers, have demonstrated that parts of this area are under study and how these nodes are functionally con-
involved in mediating semantics (Buckner et al., 1995; nected (see Horwitz et al. [1999b, 2000] for recent re-
Demb et al., 1995; Petersen et al., 1989; Thompson- views). The evaluation of functional connectivity with
Schill et al., 1997), phonology (Demonet et al., 1992; PET or fMRI data is operationalized by assuming that
Rumsey et al., 1997; Zatorre et al., 1992), and syntax subject-to-subject (for PET) or item-to-item or block-to-
(Caplan et al., 1998; Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999; block (for fMRI) differences while using a systems-level
Just et al., 1996). Many studies of single word pro- neural network during a specific experimental condition
lead to correlated activities between some elements of
the network.
5 Correspondence: horwitz@helix.nih.gov In the current study, we used the fact that the visual
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Figure 1. Large Functional Connections of the Dorsal LIFG
Shown on axial MR slices are the voxels whose BOLD activity had a large (r . 0.4) positive correlation with BOLD activity in the dorsal LIFG
reference voxel (Talairach coordinates 250 28 16, BA44/45) for each condition. The different colors at each voxel indicate which condition
or conditions had a large correlation with the reference voxel (e.g., any voxel that is yellow had a strong functional connection during both
the word and the pseudoword conditions). For simplicity of visual presentation, we do not show the large correlations during the false font
condition, since very few were present. The right side of the brain is on the left side of the image. Numbers on the images denote the Talairach
z (inferior-superior) level relative to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure plane (slices are separated by 2 mm). The arrow points to
the location of the reference voxel. Color legend: LIGHT BLUE, words; RED, pseudowords; ORANGE, letter strings; MAGENTA, words, pseudowords,
and letter strings; YELLOW, words and pseudowords; GREEN, words and letter strings; DARK BLUE, pseudowords and letter strings. A Powerpoint
version of the figures is available at http://www.nidcd.nih.gov/intram/scientists/materials/horwitz.htm.
presentation of words and pseudowords implicitly acti- terns produced by each stimulus type, especially in pos-
terior cortex (see Tagamets et al. 2000). The posteriorvates language-related regions, even if subjects are re-
quired only to process the visual features of the stimuli part of middle inferior temporal cortex was the only
region that was more activated in the word condition(Price et al., 1996). By language-related areas, we mean
not only the classic perisylvian areas in the left hemi- than in any other condition. For both the word and pseu-
doword conditions, significant activations in both ven-sphere, but also areas in left inferior and middle temporal
cortex, inferior parietal lobe, and prefrontal cortex that tral (BA47/11) and dorsal (BA44/45) LIFG were found.
Each region in frontal cortex that was activated by thecan be engaged by word processing tasks (e.g., Binder
et al., 1997; Wise et al., 1991; see Price et al. [1999] for word condition also was activated by the pseudoword
condition but with a higher level of activation for thea recent review).
The fMRI data used in our analysis were acquired latter in each case.
The four classes of stimuli would be expected to elicitwhile subjects performed a one-back matching task for
four kinds of visually presented stimuli (Tagamets et al., different combinations of semantic and phonological
processing. Implicit processing of words would be pre-2000). During separate 24 s blocks, words, pseu-
dowords, letter strings (all consonants), and false font dicted to use both. Pseudowords, lacking semantics,
would largely utilize phonological processing, althoughstrings were presented at the rate of one per second.
Subjects were instructed to press a button if two succes- it is possible that the phonological representations of
many pseudowords might be inferred from their ortho-sive stimuli were identical. The visual control task was a
one-back task using an outlined square and filled circle, graphic similarity to real words, and in this way, pseu-
dowords could interact with semantic representations.which, according to subject debriefing, likely engaged
implicit naming, and hence involved some semantic and Both letter strings and false fonts, in the experimental
design we used (the one-back task), could be processedphonological processing. Compared to the control task,
there was a large amount of overlap in activation pat- purely orthographically. However, a likely strategy for
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Figure 2. Large Functional Connections of the Ventral LIFG
Same as in Figure 1, except the reference voxel is located in ventral LIFG (248 36 214, BA47/11).
the letter string condition could involve use of a phono- middle temporal cortex, including voxels in the fusiform
gyrus. Many of these sites had correlations that werelogical component. Therefore, our prediction was that
only during the word task would there be strong func- large for two or more of these conditions. Conversely,
as demonstrated by Figure 2, when the reference voxeltional connectivity between ventral LIFG and posterior
areas in occipital and temporal cortex, but strong func- was located in the ventral portion of the LIFG, there
were strong functional connections with many left hemi-tional connectivity between dorsal LIFG and posterior
occipital and temporal areas would occur for the word, sphere regions in occipital, occipitotemporal, and infe-
rior and middle temporal cortex and the fusiform gyruspseudoword, and possibly letter string conditions. There
should be no strong functional connectivity between the during the presentation of words, but very few during
the presentation of pseudowords, letter strings, or falseLIFG foci and these posterior areas for the false font
condition. Local maxima in ventral and dorsal LIFG (Ta- fonts. The Talairach coordinates for the local maxima
for all four conditions are given in Table 1 for the dorsallairach coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] 248
36 214 in BA47/11 and 250 28 16 in BA44/45) were LIFG voxel and Table 2 for the ventral LIFG voxel. Within
the frontal cortex, the functional connectivity betweenchosen as reference voxels to investigate the patterns of
functional connectivity during the performance of each the ventral and dorsal LIFG reference voxels became
smaller as the stimuli became less word-like: 0.487,condition.
0.326, 0.165, and 0.224, respectively, for the word, pseu-
doword, letter string, and false font conditions.Results
The one-back task used in this study employs working
memory. Many researchers have suggested, in accor-Figure 1 shows on axial MR slices the large positive
functional connections (r . 0.4) for all experimental con- dance with the model of Baddeley and colleagues (Bad-
deley, 1992), that for verbal working memory, left frontalditions except false fonts (since very few large correla-
tions were present) between BOLD activity when the areas are part of a subvocal rehearsal component and
inferior parietal cortex implements a storage componentreference voxel was located in dorsal LIFG (BA44/45)
and BOLD activity in all other brain voxels. During ortho- (Paulesu et al., 1993; Smith and Jonides, 1998). Large
(r $ 0.5) correlations between BOLD activity in the twographic processing of words, pseudowords, and letter
strings, but not during the presentation of false fonts LIFG reference areas and activity in left inferior parietal
cortex was found for words. For pseudowords and espe-(see Table 1), strong functional connectivity was ob-
served between dorsal LIFG and many voxels in left cially for letter strings, but not for false fonts, strong
functional connectivity with left inferior parietal cortexhemisphere occipital, occipitotemporal, and inferior and
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Table 1. Left Hemisphere Local Maxima for Dorsal LIFG Correlations
Brodmann
Region Area Tx Ty Tz Correlation
Local Maxima—Words correl—FF correl—LS correl—PW
Occipital
Inferior occipital gyrus 18 232 284 216 0.787 0.222 0.38 0.605
Cuneus 17 214 2100 0 0.644 0.355 0.106 0.56
Middle occipital gyrus 19 242 286 2 0.672 0.129 0.412 0.353
Middle occipital gyrus 18 228 298 4 0.675 0.137 0.281 0.571
Temporal
Fusiform gyrus 37 242 254 224 0.809 0.113 0.632 0.628
Inferior temporal gyrus 37 254 260 28 0.639 0.12 0.349 0.416
Middle temporal gyrus 21 258 22 216 0.52 0.066 0.003 0.074
Middle temporal gyrus 21 258 242 0 0.707 0.348 0.295 0.512
Middle temporal gyrus 21 260 256 2 0.597 0.068 0.091 0.445
Hippocampus 228 214 218 0.545 0.072 20.002 20.148
Parietal
Angular gyrus 39 248 264 32 0.545 0.054 0.332 0.279
Supamarginal gyrus 40 258 254 22 0.513 20.136 20.07 20.095
Frontal
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 238 30 218 0.646 0.147 0.09 0.283
Inferior frontal gyrus 11/47 242 36 210 0.598 0.212 0.23 0.291
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 252 32 2 0.685 0.286 0.285 0.288
Superior frontal gyrus 10 24 66 26 0.509 20.25 0.208 0.063
Superior frontal gyrus 6 22 24 62 0.591 0.167 0.4 0.131
Superior frontal gyrus 8 26 42 56 0.527 20.194 0.177 20.012
Local Maxima—Pseudowords correl—FF correl—LS correl—WD
Occipital
Fusiform gyrus 19 230 272 214 0.652 0.112 0.255 0.625
Inferior occipital gyrus 18 222 292 212 0.686 0.184 0.343 0.511
Middle occipital gyrus 19 250 280 216 0.574 0.019 0.212 0.556
Middle occipital gyrus 19 254 264 210 0.562 0.064 0.324 0.497
Middle occipital gyrus 18 234 282 24 0.616 0.249 0.192 0.418
Middle occipital gyrus 19 254 280 24 0.517 0.075 0.18 0.402
Middle occipital gyrus 18 230 298 2 0.637 0.088 0.355 0.557
Superior occipital gyrus 19 232 284 26 0.535 0.087 0.351 0.372
Cuneus 19 226 274 32 0.532 20.151 0.256 0.317
Temporal
Fusiform gyrus/cerebellum 37 236 246 224 0.66 0.168 0.402 0.702
Fusiform gyrus 37 244 258 222 0.709 0.133 0.632 0.761
Middle temporal gyrus 21 256 246 22 0.681 0.143 0.304 0.508
Superior temporal gyrus 38 254 14 216 0.576 20.041 0.225 0.45
Parietal
Inferior parietal lobule 40 242 252 56 0.584 0.084 0.359 0.28
Frontal
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 244 32 214 0.525 0.21 0.218 0.516
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 254 26 0 0.528 0.074 0.099 0.406
Inferior frontal gyrus 44 252 4 22 0.567 0.16 0.195 0.137
Local Maxima—Letter Strings correl—FF correl—PW correl—WD
Occipital
Inferior occipital gyrus 19 236 278 214 0.533 0.216 0.492 0.729
Middle occipital gyrus 19 234 288 12 0.594 0.191 0.439 0.475
Cuneus 19 222 296 34 0.571 0.063 20.098 0.108
Superior occipital gyrus 19 226 282 40 0.516 20.082 0.053 0.053
Superior occipital gyrus 19 228 268 42 0.584 0.124 0.304 0.287
Temporal
Fusiform gyrus 20 236 240 228 0.503 0.232 0.307 0.653
Fusiform gyrus 37 244 256 220 0.721 0.303 0.634 0.756
Middle temporal gyrus 21 264 240 28 0.511 0.137 0.557 0.496
Parietal
Angular gyrus 39 226 266 32 0.51 0.227 0.376 0.311
Supramarginal gyrus 40 250 254 36 0.509 0.159 0.17 0.232
Superior parietal lobe 7 226 266 58 0.618 20.025 0.228 0.005
Inferior parietal lobule 40 244 252 52 0.585 0.031 0.453 0.139
Superior parietal lobe 7 226 256 62 0.604 0.226 0.227 20.154
Frontal
Precentral gyrus/inf. frontal gyrus 44/6 250 10 14 0.532 0.244 0.339 0.286
Precentral gyrus/inf. frontal gyrus 44/6 250 4 28 0.549 0.194 0.249 0.015
Middle frontal gyrus 9 234 18 32 0.504 0.135 20.23 0.057
Middle frontal gyrus 6 236 8 58 0.618 0.26 0.04 20.116
Superior frontal gyrus 9 210 50 36 0.563 0.156 0.004 0.199
Superior frontal gyrus 8 226 26 54 0.547 20.005 20.07 20.058
Superior frontal gyrus 6 214 20 70 0.534 20.176 20.057 0.05
Local Maxima—False Fonts correl—LS correl—PW correl—WD
Middle frontal gyrus 10 240 50 26 0.504 0.224 0.267 0.071
Cingulate gyrus 24 22 2 28 0.524 0.248 0.135 0.027
White matter 226 4 34 0.549 20.016 20.183 20.17
Given are the Talairach coordinates (Tx, left/right; Ty, anterior/posterior; Tz, dorsal/ventral) for the local maxima corresponding to the positive correlations
$0.5 during each of the four conditions (one-back for words, pseudowords, letter strings, false fonts) when the reference voxel was located in the dorsal
LIFG (Talairach coordinates 250 28 16, BA44/45), along with putative gyral locations and Brodmann areas. These coordinates use the coordinate system
of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) but are referenced to the MNI brain template, which has a different size than the Talairach template. We used the
nonlinear transformation of M. Brett (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html) to convert these coordinates to a set corresponding to the
Talairach template; it is these latter coordinates that were employed to estimate the gyral locations and putative Brodmann areas listed in the tables.
Local maxima had to be separated by a minimum of 1 cm to be retained. Shown also are the values of the correlation coefficients at each local maximum.
Also shown are the correlation values for each of the other conditions at each specific local maximum; values in bold font have value .0.4. FF, false
fonts; LS, letter strings; PW, pseudowords; WD, words.
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Table 2. Left Hemisphere Local Maxima for Ventral LIFG Correlations
Brodmann
Region Area Tx Ty Tz Correlation
Local Maxima—Words correl—FF correl—LS correl—PW
Occipital
Middle occipital gyrus 18/19 224 284 214 0.567 20.117 20.097 0.156
Middle occipital gyrus 19 242 280 22 0.554 0 20.106 0.004
Lingual gyrus 18 226 2102 28 0.522 20.129 0.114 0.11
Temporal
Fusiform gyrus 37 248 244 220 0.565 0.16 0.156 0.304
Inferior temporal gyrus 20/21 256 214 220 0.654 0.05 0.227 0.238
Inferior temporal gyrus 37 252 254 220 0.536 0 0.151 0.32
Middle temporal gyrus 21 258 4 214 0.508 0.146 20.161 20.014
Middle temporal gyrus 21 262 246 26 0.662 0.329 0.279 0.232
Middle temporal gyrus 21 268 234 26 0.645 0.292 0.221 0.138
Amygdala 230 24 220 0.51 0.011 0.179 0.108
Parietal
Inferior parietal lobule 40 248 262 46 0.539 20.038 0.148 0.088
Frontal
Inferior frontal gyrus 45 254 28 4 0.751 0.216 0.146 0.17
Medial frontal gyrus 10 28 62 12 0.531 0.136 20.06 0.253
Subcortical
Lentiform nucleus 212 22 0 0.506 0.205 0.082 0.093
Local Maxima—Pseudowords correl—FF correl—LS correl—WD
Superior temporal gyrus 38 254 10 218 0.527 0.101 0.036 0.409
Superior parietal lobule 7 226 260 60 0.532 20.303 20.08 20.155
Local Maxima—Letter Strings correl—FF correl—PW correl—WD
Middle temporal gyrus 21 260 244 212 0.62 0.081 0.2 0.579
Parahippocampal gyrus 28 220 222 28 0.558 0.108 20.188 20.127
Postcentral gyrus 43 254 216 22 0.511 0.021 0.081 0.024
Cingulate gyrus 24 24 8 32 0.537 20.017 0.261 0.068
Local maxima—False Fonts correl—LS correl—PW correl—WD
Middle temporal gyrus 20/21 256 230 214 0.521 0.017 0.164 0.259
Medial frontal gyrus 10 214 58 16 0.527 0.109 0.196 0.127
Same as Table 1, except the reference voxel is located in ventral LIFG (248 36 214, BA47/11).
was observed only for the dorsal LIFG reference voxel strating a hemispheric specificity for the functional con-
nections associated with word and word-like stimuli.(see Tables 1 and 2).
When reference voxels in the homologous locations Functional connectivity analysis has become an im-
portant tool in the last few years for examining howin the right inferior frontal gyrus were used, very few
large correlations with right hemisphere posterior voxels different brain regions work together during specific
cognitive tasks (Horwitz et al., 1999b, 2000). With PET,in occipital and temporal cortex were found for the word,
pseudoword, and letter string conditions (see Figures 3 the functional connectivity between different brain re-
gions can be assessed by exploiting the subject-to-and 4). During false font presentations, there was strong
functional connectivity with right occipital (BA19), mid- subject variability (generally uncontrolled by the experi-
menter) during a task (e.g., Horwitz et al., 1998). Withdle temporal (BA37), and fusiform (BA20, 37) cortex, but
only for the reference voxel located in the dorsal inferior fMRI (and unlike PET), there are multiple features of
an fMRI study that one might use as the basis for thefrontal gyrus.
correlation coefficient that could define the interregional
functional connectivity. For example, in an fMRI blockDiscussion
design, one could use the block-to-block variability
within a single subject or the entire within-condition timeOur results demonstrate that an essential prediction of
the hypothesis that ventral/anterior LIFG is engaged by series (which can be thought of as representing the
item-to-item variability), or even the subject-to-subjectsemantic processing and dorsal/posterior LIFG plays a
part in phonological processing is met—strong func- variability as in PET. At present, it is unclear which of
these is the most appropriate to use, or even whethertional connectivity of ventral LIFG with posterior sites
in occipital and temporal cortex was found for words, they will provide similar results. Currently, we are explor-
ing this issue by means of simulations with a large-scale,which have high semantic valence, but not for pseu-
dowords, letter strings, or false fonts, whereas large neurobiologically realistic computational model on which
simulated PET and fMRI studies can be performed (Ta-functional links between dorsal LIFG and occipital and
temporal cortex were seen for the first three types of gamets and Horwitz, 1998; Horwitz et al., 1999a). This
type of modeling enables us to relate the different typesstimuli, which have high phonological valence, but not
for false fonts. Many of these strong functional connec- of functional connectivity that can be defined to an un-
derlying neural substrate, thus permitting one to seetions were to regions in the left hemisphere. When refer-
ence voxels were located in the corresponding voxels which definition best reflects this substrate.
In this study, we used interregional correlations be-in the right inferior frontal gyrus, we found very few
strong functional connections to occipital and temporal tween (normalized) time series within each condition as
our measure of functional connectivity. The time seriessites for any type of stimuli except false fonts, demon-
Neuron
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Figure 3. Large Functional Connections of the Dorsal Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus
Same as in Figure 1, except the reference voxel is located in the dorsal right inferior frontal gyrus at 50 28 16 and the color legend is different
(words have been replaced by false fonts). For simplicity of visual presentation, we do not show the large correlations during the word
condition, since very few were present. Color legend: light blue, false fonts; red, pseudowords; orange, letter strings; magenta, false fonts,
pseudowords, and letter strings; yellow, false fonts and pseudowords; green, false fonts and letter strings; dark blue, pseudowords and letter
strings.
for each voxel were obtained by averaging together the Pugh et al., 1996), which appears to mitigate against
the hypothesis. Indeed, the subtraction analysis of thetime series for each subject to produce an “average
subject” time series. For a specific time point (which data of Tagamets et al. (2000) used in this correlation
analysis represents an example where activation inroughly corresponds to the presentation of three stim-
uli), the assumption we make is that each subject uses BA47 was slightly larger during pseudoword presenta-
tion than during word presentation. Several authorsthe neural network mediating the task to some varying
degree; the mean value (across subjects) at time point have proposed that such activations imply that ventral
LIFG serves primarily a phonological role (Hagoort etti has some value in region x and some value in region
y, which, let us suppose, is functionally connected to x. al., 1999; Pugh et al., 1996). Others (e.g., Thompson-
Schill et al., 1997, and to a lesser extent Gabrieli et al.At another time point in the series, tj, for whatever rea-
son, the subjects may have a smaller mean in x, but [1998]) instead have argued that what drives activity in
ventral LIFG is selection of semantic information frombecause x is functionally linked to y, also a smaller mean
in y. It is this time point-to-time point variability that we a set of competing alternatives, not retrieval per se. This
suggestion would account for activation of BA47 duringassume is the source of the variability that enables us
to evaluate the functional connectivity. phonological tasks in which the stimuli were devoid of
semantic value by postulating a continual, albeit unsuc-The hypothesis that ventral/anterior LIFG subserves
semantic processing and dorsal/posterior LIFG sub- cessful, search for a matching semantic representation
of the stimulus.serves phonological processing has been supported by
many functional brain imaging activation studies in Our results are consistent with the notion of selection
and inconsistent with the proposal that ventral LIFGwhich one task is contrasted with a second (see Pol-
drack et al. [1999] for a review of this literature). How- serves a phonological processing role. The activations
in both the dorsal and ventral LIFG for words, pseu-ever, although the dorsal portion of the LIFG should
be engaged obligatorily by semantic tasks (given that dowords, and letter strings indicate that increased neu-
ral processing occurs at both locations, but the differentwords implicitly or explicitly involve phonological pro-
cessing), there do exist a number of reports that show patterns of strong functional connections with posterior
occipital and temporal areas indicate where access toactivation of ventral LIFG during tasks lacking semantic
valence (e.g., Hagoort et al., 1999; Klein et al., 1995; appropriate representations has occurred. Thus, for
Functional Interactions of Inferior Frontal Cortex
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Figure 4. Large Functional Connections of the Ventral Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus
Same as in Figure 3, except the reference voxel is located in the ventral right inferior frontal gyrus at 48 36 –14.
words, a functional link between ventral LIFG and areas port this, since we found strong functional links between
BOLD activity in dorsal LIFG and posterior areas associ-in occipitotemporal and temporal cortex enables appro-
priate semantic representations to be accessed, while ated with letter strings. Interestingly, the results for letter
strings, in particular, demonstrate a large number ofstrong functional links between dorsal LIFG and occipi-
totemporal and temporal areas corresponds to ac- strong correlations between the dorsal LIFG region and
voxels in both dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9) andcessing phonological representations associated with
words. For pseudowords and letter strings, only the in inferior parietal cortex (BA39 and 40), two regions
implicated in verbal working memory tasks (Paulesu etdorsal LIFG succeeds in linking to appropriate represen-
tations in posterior areas; the ventral LIFG, although al., 1993). This suggests that the letter string condition
required a substantial involvement of working memory.attempting to access a link to semantic representations
(as indexed by its increased level of BOLD activity com- The different tasks we used had somewhat different
levels of difficulty, with false fonts and letter stringspared to the control condition), is unsuccessful (as re-
flected by the lack of strong functional connections dur- being the hardest. In principle, the strength of interre-
gional functional connectivity can be a function of tasking the pseudoword and letter string conditions) since
no semantic representations are available. difficulty (Furey et al., 2000). However, it is unlikely that
this could have been the source of our main findingAlthough the primary test of the dorsal/ventral LIFG
hypothesis is between the word and pseudoword condi- concerning dorsal/ventral LIFG. For the false font condi-
tion (the hardest task), there were many significant cor-tions, the results for false fonts and letter strings provide
some added support. The lack of strong left hemisphere relations with temporal and occipital cortex when the
reference voxel was located in the right, but not left,functional connections for the false fonts demonstrates
a hemispheric specificity: there were large functional inferior frontal gyrus, but not for words (the easiest con-
dition). Conversely, when the reference voxel was lo-links with temporal cortex when the reference voxel was
in right inferior frontal cortex for false fonts, but not for cated in ventral LIFG, there were a larger number of
strong correlations with posterior temporal areas onlywords, and vice versa for the LIFG. A number of imaging
studies have demonstrated right greater than left hemi- for the word condition, but far fewer for the harder letter
string and false font conditions. All the conditions exceptsphere activation in posterior cortex for non-nameable
objects (e.g., Beason-Held et al., 1998; Haxby et al., false fonts showed large numbers of strong functional
connections between occipital and temporal cortex and1995). For letter strings, we suggested in the Introduc-
tion that a phonologically based strategy might be em- the dorsal LIFG reference voxel. So the presence of
large interregional correlations with specific locationsployed for the one-back task. Our results seem to sup-
Neuron
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at half maximum; (5) using MEDx 3.0, for each condition the timein posterior cortex depended on the task and the loca-
series of the 5 subjects at each voxel were averaged to produce ation of the reference voxel, but not on the difficulty of
mean time series (comprising 56 values). For each condition, thethe task.
correlation coefficient between each reference voxel and all other
In summary, we have tested the hypothesis that ven- brain voxels was calculated using these averaged time series (in
tral/anterior LIFG subserves semantic processing and essence, we are computing the functional connectivity over time
for an “average” subject). Because of the spatial smoothing of thedorsal/posterior LIFG subserves phonological processing
fMRI data, a single voxel’s activity can be thought of as representingby examining the pattern of functional connectivity of
the activity of the region around the voxel. Local maxima, whichthese regions with regions in left occipital and temporal
for both the word and pseudoword conditions were within a fewcortex during the processing of word and word-like stim-
millimeters of one another in both ventral and dorsal LIFG (well
uli. In accordance with the hypothesis, we find strong within the smoothing kernel), were used for functional connectivity
functional connectivity between activity in ventral LIFG analysis (Talairach coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988] 248
36 214 in BA47/11 and 250 28 16 in BA44/45). We used four refer-and activity in occipital and temporal cortex only for
ence voxels in the ventral and dorsal portions of the LIFG, the twowords and strong functional connectivity between activ-
whose coordinates were just mentioned, and their contralateral ho-ity in dorsal LIFG and activity in occipital and temporal
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